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Hindustan Motors Ltd. has introduced the all new Cedia Select 2012 with a host of new
features which have transformed the slick sedan into a power-house of communication-onmove.
The vehicle with a 7-inch Mapmyindia android-based carpad via 3G has made making calls,
watching TV, surfing net, video-chatting with facility of rear-view and checking e-mails really
simple even while travelling. With in-built map and real time navigation system, one will now
be able to locate directions and localities with ease.
The 12-volt supply for charging will provide up to seven hours of talk time and the touch
screen interface will make playing games a lot of fun. Being portable, the tablet can be
mounted either on the windscreen or at the back of the head-rest for the passengers of the
rear seat and can also be used outside the vehicle if required.
The Cedia Select also comes with a 4-speaker Kenwood DVD player with 6.1” touch-screen
interface which is GPS compatible and has bluetooth/USB connectivity as well. The rearview camera, fitted at the back of the vehicle, offers output on the audio unit and, thus,
makes driving trouble-free and safe.
The magnificent 2.0 liter petrol car, which has proved its mettle repeatedly in INRC and other
rallies, comes with elegant interiors. Its 3-spoke black leather wrapped hydraulic powerassisted steering and oyster leather seats for five raise the comfort quotient. The smart
vehicle with 115 PS@5250 rpm power and 175 Nm@ 4250 rpm torque offers a new twotone beige interior and beige floor mats, sparkling 12-spoke alloy wheels, high-intensity clear
lens halogen headlamps and two-stage horizontal-slat matte black grill.
The safest-to-drive vehicle with reinforced impact safety evolution body, day and night rearview mirror, front airbags and child–protection rear door lock is also a sedan providing
ultimate comfort with room lamp, front cup-holders, coat-hangers, sun-visor with vanity
mirror, lid and ticket holder and climate control AC.
The new Cedia Select 2012 is available in three colours namely white speed, black flash and
rally red. It is priced at Rs. 8.90 lakh (ex-showroom New Delhi).
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